Arcane Tinmen™ is among the world’s leading game-accessory manufacturers, pioneering the use of proprietary technology to produce the legendary Dragon Shield and Board Game Sleeves brands.

Unparalleled strength, durability, and value define our world-class portfolio of products. That’s why distributors, retailers, and players the world over choose Arcane Tinmen to keep their valuable collectibles safe.
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Standard Size - Classic 100

The original Dragon Shield sleeve.

- 100+ sleeves per box.
- For cards measuring 63x88 mm's (2 ½"x31/2").
- Sturdy cardboard box, designed to fit 75+ sleeved cards.
- Label atop each box for easy organization.
- Generous writing field on, spectacular dragon artwork, depicting a unique, dynamic world.
- Original, collectible stories included on the back of each box.
- Now available in 19 distinctive colors.

- Clear, AT-10001
- Black, AT-10002
- Blue, AT-10003
- Green, AT-10004
- White, AT-10005
- Gold, AT-10006
- Red, AT-10007
- Silver, AT-10008
- Purple, AT-10009
Copper, AT-10016
Night Blue, AT-10042
Orange, AT-10013
Crimson, AT-10021
Yellow, AT-10014
Turquoise, AT-10015
Brown, AT-10011
Fusion, AT-10010
Pink, AT-10012
Mint, AT-10025
Night Blue, AT-10042
Standard Size - Matte 100

World-class Dragon Shield sleeve with matte textured back.

- 100+ sleeves per box.
- For cards measuring 63x88 mm’s (2 ½”x3 1/2”).
- Matte texture allows for perfect shuffling and outstanding durability.
- Sturdy cardboard box, designed to fit 75+ sleeved cards.
- Generous writing field on top of each box for easy organization.
- Brand new, spectacular dragon artwork, depicting a unique, dynamic world.
- Original, collectible stories included on the back of each box.
- Available in 32 distinctive colors.

- Clear, AT-11001
- Black, AT-11002
- Blue, AT-11003
- Green, AT-11004
- White, AT-11005
- Gold, AT-11006
- Red, AT-11007
- Silver, AT-11008
- Purple, AT-11009
Dragon Shield – Standard Size Matte

- Umber, AT-11011
- Pink, AT-11012
- Orange, AT-11013
- Yellow, AT-11014
- Copper, AT-11016
- Ivory, AT-11017
- Apple Green, AT-11018
- Sky Blue, AT-11019
- Petrol, AT-11020
- Crimson, AT-11021
- Jet, AT-11024
- Mint, AT-11025
Emerald, AT-110
Lilac, AT-11034
Baby blue, AT-11032
Ruby, AT-11037
Night Blue, AT-11042

Magenta, AT-11026
Slate, AT-11027
Sapphire, AT-11028
Clear Purple, AT-11029
Clear Blue, AT-11033
Mist, AT-11022

Baby blue, AT-11032
Lilac, AT-11034
Emerald, AT-110
Ruby, AT-11037
Night Blue, AT-11042
Standard Size - Non-Glare

The ultimate tournament sleeve. Our popular textured matte back in combination with a smooth and clear non-reflective front, make these sleeves exceptional for streaming, feature matches or video content.

- 100+ sleeves per box.
- For cards measuring 63x88 mm’s (2 ½’’x3 1/2’’).
- The combination of materials provides superior handling and shuffle-feel while optimizing play in bright conditions.
- Now with even sturdier cardboard, designed to fit 75+ sleeved cards.
- Label atop each box for easy organization.
- Brand new, spectacular dragon artwork, depicting a unique, dynamic world.
- Original, collectible stories included on the back of each box.

Black, AT-11802
Standard Size – Art Sleeves

Dragon Shield Art Sleeves are printed directly on the sleeve and do not peel or split. Customers can enjoy world-class Dragon Shield quality without whitening edges, broken images, cracks or creases. Art sleeves feature stunning artwork on either the smooth Classic back or a textured Matte back.

- 100+ sleeves per box.
- For cards measuring 63 x 88 mm’s (2 1/2” x 3 1/2”).
- Clear front with art on back of each sleeve (see front of box for art).
- Collect all of the original, gorgeous fantasy artwork.
- Original, collectible stories included on the back of each box.

Limited Edition Classic ‘Carnax’, AT-12011
Limited Edition Classic ‘Qoll’, AT-12013

Limited Edition Classic ‘Poppy Field’, AT-12018
Limited Edition Classic ‘The Oxbow’, AT-12016

Limited Edition Classic ‘Hunters in the snow’, AT-12015
Limited Edition Classic 'Megaman Standard', AT-16001

Limited Edition Classic 'Megaman rush', AT-16003

Limited Edition Classic 'Valentine Dragons', AT-12019

Limited Edition Matte 'Easter', AT-12020

Limited Edition Matte 'Summer Dragon', AT-12021
World-class Dragon Shield matte-textured sleeve, in boxes of 60 instead of 100.

- 60+ sleeves per box, perfect for Pokémon TCG players and FNM draft.
- For cards measuring 63x88 mm’s (2 ½”x3 ½”).
- Sturdy cardboard box designed to fit 40+ single sleeved cards.
- Matte texture backs allow for perfect shuffling and outstanding durability.
- Generous writing field on top of each box for easy organization.
- Original, collectible stories included on the back of each box.
- Available in 7 distinctive colors.
- Spectacular dragon artwork, depicting a unique, dynamic world.

- Black, AT-11202
- White, AT-11205
- Purple, AT-11209
- Pink, AT-11212
- Apple Green, AT-11218
- Sky Blue, AT-11219
- Crimson, AT-11221
- Night Blue, AT-11242
## Standard Size Classic 60

World-class Dragon Shield classic sleeve, now available in boxes of 60 instead of 100.

- 60+ sleeves per box, perfect for Pokémon TCG players and FNM draft.
- For cards measuring 63x88 mm’s (2 ½”x3 ½”).
- Sturdy cardboard box designed to fit 40+ single sleeved cards
- Classic smooth backs allows for easy shuffling and outstanding durability.
- Generous writing field on top of each box for easy organization.
- Original, collectible stories included on the back of each box.
- Available in 7 distinctive colors.
- Spectacular dragon artwork, depicting a unique, dynamic world.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>AT-10702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>AT-10714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory</td>
<td>AT-10717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>AT-10720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mint</td>
<td>AT-10725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magenta</td>
<td>AT-10726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangerine</td>
<td>AT-10730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night Blue</td>
<td>AT-10742</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Add Perfect Fit sleeves for maximum card protection. Perfect Fit sleeves fit cards even closer, and go inside all Standard Size Dragon Shields.
Standard Size - Perfect Fit

Brand new Dragon Shield Perfect Fit sleeves provide even more protection against spills and accidents. Perfect Fit sleeves are designed for double-sleeving — they fit inside all Standard Size Dragon Shield sleeves.

Choose between “Clear,” with a clear front and back, and “Smoke,” a semi-transparent colorization designed to hide card back details through even the lightest color sleeves.

- Available in top loading and side loading and resealable varieties.
- Each package contains 100+ sleeves.
- For cards measuring 63x88 mm’s (2 ½”x31/2”).
- Proprietary PVC and acid-free polypropylene sleeves. Archival safe.
- 50/100 µm quality thickness.

☐ Clear Toploaders, AT-13001  ☐ Smoke Toploaders, AT-13023

☐ Clear Sideloaders, AT-13101  ☐ Smoke Sideloaders, AT-13123

☐ Clear Sealable, AT-13201  ☐ Smoke Sealable, AT-13223
Japanese Size - Classic 60

Our original Dragon Shield sleeve for mini-cards, designed for Japanese games.

- 60+ sleeves per box, perfect for Yu-Gi-Oh! TCG players.
- Label on each box for easy organization.
- Spectacular dragon artwork, depicting a unique, dynamic world.
- Original, collectible stories included on the back of each box.
- Available in 8 distinctive colors

- Clear, AT-10601
- Black, AT-10602
- White, AT-10605
- Orange, AT-10613
- Sky Blue, AT-10619
- Crimson, AT-10621
- Mint, AT-10625
- Night Blue, AT-10642
Japanese Size - Matte 60

Our Dragon Shield sleeve for mini-cards, designed for Japanese games — now in matte texture. Available in boxes of 60.

- 60+ sleeves per box, perfect for Yu-Gi-Oh! TCG players.
- Label on each box for easy organization.
- Brand new, spectacular dragon artwork, depicting a unique, dynamic world.
- Original, collectible stories included on the back of each box.
- Matte texture allows for perfect shuffling and outstanding durability.
- Now available in 19 distinctive colors.

- Clear, AT-11101
- Black, AT-11102
- White, AT-11105
- Gold, AT-11106
- Silver, AT-11108
- Purple, AT-11109
- Pink, AT-11112
- Orange, AT-11113
- Yellow, AT-11114
Copper, AT-11116
Apple Green, AT-11118
Sky Blue, AT-11119

Petrol, AT-11120
Crimson, AT-11121
Magenta, AT-11126

Ivory, AT-11117
Mint, AT-11125
Slate, AT-11127

Night Blue, AT-11142
Japanese Size - Art Sleeves

Dragon Shield Art Sleeves are printed directly on the sleeve and do not peel or split. Customers can enjoy world-class Dragon Shield quality without whitening edges, broken images, cracks or creases. Art sleeves feature stunning artwork on either the smooth Classic back or a textured Matte back.

- 60+ sleeves per box, perfect for Yu-Gi-Oh! TCG players.
- Label on each box for easy organization.
- Spectacular dragon artwork, depicting a unique, dynamic world.
- Original, collectible stories included on the back of each box.

**Limited Edition Classic**

Japanese ‘Blood Eyes’, AT-12601

Japanese ‘Qyonshi’, AT-12602

Japanese ‘Syber’, AT-12603

Japanese ‘Rosacea’, AT-12604
All Dragon Shield Gaming Boxes are infused with a dragon’s strength and durability to offer ultimate protection for your cards between games. Available now in three varieties.
Strong Box

The Strongbox is made of strong acrylic, tough enough to withstand a Dragon’s Fangs, and features a tight fitting lid, which covers the entire box, making it completely dust and splash proof. A discrete groove makes the boxes stackable.

- Strong, sturdy, and stackable.
- Tight fit for extra security.
- Safely contains 100 Dragon Shield-sleeved cards.
- Available in 13 colors.
Silver, AT-20008

Purple, AT-20009

Brown, AT-20011

Pink, AT-20012

Orange, AT-20013

White, AT-20014

Emerald, AT-20036

Ruby, AT-20037
Night Blue, AT-20042
Four Compartment Box

With a Dragon Shield Four Compartment Box, you can take more of your decks on the go. Each of the four separate compartments provide safety and security for your decks or board game cards. Perfect for any kind of card gaming.

- Strong, sturdy, and stackable.
- Includes detachable dividers that allow you to customize between 2, 3, and 4 compartments.
- Safely contains 300 Dragon Shield-sleeved cards.
- Available in 13 colors.

- Clear, AT-20301
- Black, AT-20302
- Blue, AT-20303
- Green, AT-20304
- White, AT-20305
- Gold, AT-20306
Dragon Shield – Four Compartment Box

- Red, AT-20307
- Silver, AT-20308
- Purple, AT-20309
- Brown, AT-20311
- Pink, AT-20312
- Orange, AT-20313
- Yellow, AT-20314
- Night Blue, AT-20342
Deck Shell

Deck Shells boast a soft polypropylene plastic with a snug, fitted lid.

- Proprietary closing mechanism ensures the lid will stay closed during transport or jostling.
- Generous writing field on top of each box for easy organization.
- Includes removable divider.
- Fits 75 double-sleeved cards or 85 single-sleeved cards.

![Deck Shell Images]

Black, AT-20402
Blue, AT-20403
Green, AT-20404
White, AT-20405
Red, AT-20407
‘Racan’, AT-31629
‘Celeste’, AT-31633
‘Dashat’, AT-31622
‘Bethia’, AT-31632
‘Pashalia’, AT-31634
‘Opylaе’, AT-31717
‘Aredo’, AT-31725
‘Extanium’, AT-31724
‘Amina’, AT-22302
‘Botan’, AT-31642
‘Xon’, AT-21842
Nest 100

Dragon Shield Nest Box offers exclusive, high-end deck protection with a simple design and a strong magnetic seal. Nest features a durable ‘Dragon Hide’ exterior and velvety soft interior, and is available in various colour combinations. The clever design can be reassembled in many ways making it a suitable card holder during play. Each package across the entire Nest line of products contains a piece of the original story, “Saturion Ascendant,” taking place in Dragon Shield’s original fantasy world. Piece them together to read the entire tale.

• Extra durable deck box capable of holding 100+ sleeved cards.
• Various color combinations
• Customizable assembly.

Light Grey, AT-40101  Green, AT-40102  Blue, AT-40103

Red, AT-40104  Black, AT-40106
Nest+ 100

Dragon Shield Nest+ Box offers exclusive, high-end deck protection with a simple design and a strong magnetic seal. The Nest+ box includes a removable dice tray and features durable ‘Dragon Hide’ exterior and velvety soft interior, available in various colour combinations. The clever design can be reassembled in many ways making it a suitable card holder during play. Each package across the entire Nest line of products contains a piece of the original story, “Saturion Ascendant,” taking place in Dragon Shield’s original fantasy world. Piecethem together to read the entire tale.

- Extra durable deck box capable of holding 100+ sleeved cards.
- Various color combinations.
- Nest+ comes with removable dice tray.
- Customizable assembly.

Light Grey, AT-40201
Green, AT-40202
Blue, AT-40203
Red, AT-40204
Black, AT-40206
Light Grey, AT-40207
Green, AT-40208
Blue, AT-40209
Red, AT-40210
“The ‘Magic Carpet’ storage box offers an easy and stylish way to store and transport your cards. It combines elegant design and a strong magnetic seal for premium protection. The exterior can be separated from the storage tray and used as a Playmat, so you always have one handy, when you are transporting your cards.

- Magnetic deck box that separates into a satin lined 667x350mm (26 1/4”x13 3/4”) playmat and a deck tray.
- The deck tray fits:
  - 7 Standard Dragon Shield 100 sleeve boxes or
  - 6 Dragon Shield Deck ShellsTM or
  - 500 double-sleeved cards or
  - more than 1001 unsleeved cards!”
Playmats

Dragon Shield Playmats come in two varieties: the classic Staple Edition Playmat and the brand new Limited Edition Playmat. All Playmats measure 40x60cm (15 1/2"x23 1/2") and features a soft fabric surface and a non-skid rubber back, providing ultimate protection from any unwanted surface scuffs.
Staple Edition Playmat

The classic and evergreen staple edition Playmat. These playmats are perfect for artists and illustrators, since they can be drawn and painted into whatever artistic fantasy you might have.

• Stylish white or black, ready to play with out of the box
• Ideal for artists and illustrators
• Includes one of three collectible coins, each with unique colors, designs, and lore: Bronze (common), Silver (rare), Gold (ultra rare).
• Combine your collectible coin with the ridges along the triangular case for easy life total tracking during your games.

Plain black, AT-20501

Plain white, AT-20500
Limited Edition Playmat

The Limited Edition playmats feature gorgeous artwork from our Dragon Shield sleeve lines and are only available for a short time.

- Stitched border with rounded edges prevents fraying.
- Packaged in an industry-leading, sturdy triangular box that prevents rolling.
- Includes one of three collectible coins, each with unique colors, designs, and lore:
  Bronze (common), Silver (rare), Gold (ultra rare).
- Combine your collectible coin with the ridges along the triangular case for easy life total tracking during your games.

‘Cor’, AT-20525
‘Glist’, AT-21506
‘Caelum’, AT-21508

‘Teranha’, AT-21511
‘Usaqin’, AT-21513
‘Elichaphaz’, AT-21514

‘Draco’, AT-21516
‘Logi’, AT-21521
‘Bodom’, AT-21524
‘Bayaga’, AT-21525
‘Fuchsin’, AT-21526
‘Escotarox’, AT-21527

‘Xi’, AT-21620
‘Demato’, AT-21626
‘Lithos’, AT-21627

‘Azokuang’, AT-21101
‘Racan’, AT-21529
‘Celeste’, AT-21533

‘Royenna’, AT-21528
‘Whistler’s Mother’, AT-22517
‘Poppy Field’, AT-22518
‘Dashaf’, AT-21522

‘Valentine Dragon’, AT-21519

‘Dorna transformed’, AT-21214

Emerald ‘Rayalda’, AT-21536

Ruby ‘Rubis’, AT-21537

‘Caster’, AT-21520

‘The Astronomer’, AT-21514

‘Hunters in the Snow’, AT-21515

‘The Oxbow’, AT-21516

‘Azonkuang’, AT-21101

‘Gilead’, AT-21152

‘Amina’, AT-22302
'Delphion', AT-31742

'Xon', AT-21742

'Botan', AT-21542

'Summer Dragon', AT-21521
Dragon Shield Binders, Portfolios, and Pocket Pages bring the unparalleled Dragon Shield quality to your entire collection. With innovative designs and industry-defining protection, Dragon Shield Binders are customers' first choice.
Slipcase Binder

The ultimate way to protect and display your collection. Looks good on any gamer’s shelf or mantelpiece.

- Smooth, collectible, fitted binder of the highest quality.
- Solid, 3-point D-ring mechanism.
- Compressor bar included to keep your pages in check.
- 3mm-thick slipcase ensures your binder stays in pristine quality year after year.
- Tough, yet easy-to-clean high-gloss print.
- Brand new, spectacular dragon artwork, depicting a unique, dynamic world.
- Original, collectible stories included.

- Black ‘Groan’, AT-33502
- Blue ‘Kokai’, AT-33503
- Green ‘Radix’, AT-33504
- White ‘Procul’, AT-33505
- Gold ‘Glist’, AT-33506
- Red ‘Char’, AT-33507
- Silver ‘Enimas’, AT-33508
- Umber ‘Rodinion’, AT-33511

Dragon Shield – Slipcase Binder
Card Codex Portfolios

Soft-cover binders with and without fixed pages.

- Soft padded cover with a wide elastic closure band.
- Ultra clear polypropylene pockets on a black textured backing.
- Index card and clear spine included.
- Acrylic sheet inside the cover for added protection.
- All pages have a soft-folded right edge and rounded corners.
- Brand new, spectacular dragon artwork.
- Original, collectible stories included on the packaging.

A Card Codex for everyone!
Good things come in all sizes:

- **80**: 20 fixed 4-Pocket pages.
- **160**: 20 fixed 8-Pocket pages.
- **360**: 20 fixed 18-Pocket pages.
- **576**: 24 fixed 24-Pocket pages.
- **Zip Binder**: 3-ring zipped binder for replaceable pages.
Black, AT-35002  Portfolio 80

Black, AT-36002  Portfolio 160

Black, AT-37002  Portfolio 576

'Guardian', AT-35002  Portfolio 80

'Caelum', AT-36002  Portfolio 160

'Dashat', AT-37222  Portfolio 576

Black, AT-38002  Zip Binder

'Boreas', AT-38952  Zip Binder
Card Codex
Zipster Binder

This exclusive binder style portfolio is made for exchangeable standard sized pocket pages. It features a soft, padded cover with a Dragon Shield zipper closure, making sure your cards never leave the Zipster Binder unintentionally.

- Reinforced cover (hidden acrylic sheet inside)
- Free samples of 16 and 18-pocket pages in both non-glare and clear included
- Every Zipster Binder has a label pocket on the spine for personalization
Binder Pages

Our pocket pages are made with a new technique, in which the clear PP is folded around the right edge of the page, making these pages uniquely soft to the touch and pleasant to flip through.

16/18-Pocket Clear
- 50 tough polypropylene binder pages.
- 16/18 sideloaded card pockets/page.
- Ultra clear pockets on a black textured backing.

16/18-Pocket Non-Glare
- 50 tough polypropylene binder pages.
- 16/18 sideloaded card pockets/page.
- Soft frosted surface that reduces the glare from hard light sources.

All pages measure 235x292mm (9 1/4”x11 1/2”).
All pages made for standard size cards measuring up to 63x88mm (2 1/2”x3 1/2”).

18-Pocket ‘Slade’, AT-10301
18-Pocket Non-Glare ‘Khione’, AT-10311
16-Pocket ‘Aurora’, AT-10302

16-Pocket ‘Hyde’, AT-10312
Arcane Tinmen Board Game Sleeves provide incredible protection for all your favorite Euro and American-style board games. Each sleeve is transparent on both sides to ensure perfect visibility. Board Game Sleeves come in nine unique sizes, made for the most popular games on the market.
Board Game Sleeves - Non-Glare

Play your favorite games without any distracting glares.

- Non-Glare board game sleeves provide even crisper readability.
- Each box contains 50 clear card sleeves in 80 µm polypropylene, with a soft non-reflective, transparent, matte treatment.
- Proprietary PVC and acid-free polypropylene sleeves.
- The card box safely stores 50+ sleeve cards and doubles as a card-holder during play. Simply flip the lid and lock it in place!
Board Game Sleeves - Original

- Protect your favorite board game cards with the Original Board Game Sleeves.
- Each bag contains 50 clear card sleeves in 80 µm polypropylene
- Proprietary PVC and acid-free polypropylene sleeves

- Large, AT-10402
- Medium, AT-10403
- Small, AT-10404
- Mini, AT-10405
- Standard, AT-10406
- Extra Large, AT-10407
- Oversize, AT-10408
- Square, AT-10409
- Tarot, AT-10410